Abstract-Classification of high resolution SAR images is difficult due to the presence of speckle noise. We propose to use a multiscale decomposition that allows different trade-off between spatial precision (resolution) and radiometric uncertainty (noise reduction). Classification decisions at large scale are certain but spatially imprecise whereas decisions at high resolution are uncertain but spatially precise. We first decompose the SAR images in low and high frequency images at different scales using a stationnary wavelet transformation. Then low pass images are classified by maximum likelihood based on a gaussian mixture estimation. Wavelet coefficients in high frequency images enable us to identify stationnary homogeneous regions within the image where classification decisions are expected to be stable across scales. Decisions at different scales are merged using Dempster-shafer theory which gives us an adequate framework to manipulate both uncertainty and imprecision. Finally, resulting multiscale decisions are injected in a stochastic classification algorithm (MPM) as a hidden "evidential" Markov random field. The proposed algorithm is evaluated on artificial SAR images. We also propose to filter wavelet coefficients based on the resulting multiscale confidence map.
I. INTRODUCTION
Numerous multiscale approaches in image classification have been proposed [1] , [2] . They are mainly based on a strict Bayesian approach where inter/intra-scale relationships are statistically modeled and estimated. In the case of SAR images, noise seriously degrades classification performances and a speckle filter is generally required before classification. The main purpose of the speckle filter is to achieve a good trade-off between spatial and radiometric resolution and to "gaussianize" the image. Similarly, multiscale decomposition can be seen as a way to achieve different trade-off between radiometric resolution (noise level) and spatial resolution. At coarse scale, images are noise free (radiometric certainty) but class boundaries are blurred (spatial imprecision). On the contrary, fine scales are noisy (radiometric uncertainty) but class boundaries can be precisely localised (spatial precision). Dempster-Shafer constitutes a well founded tool for handling both uncertainty and imprecision and has been widely applied in fusion/classification problems [3] , [4] .
II. DEMPSTER-SHAFER THEORY

A. Principle
Dempster-Shafer theory has been introduced by Dempster and later reformulated by Shafer [5] . A particular decision problem is composed of mutually exclusive hypotheses H i forming the frame of discernment Ω. Available information contributes to enhance our knowledge of the problem and takes the form of a mass function m() on Ω:
A particular mass m(A) assigned to a subset A ⊆ Ω is free to be transfered to any hypothesis composing A without knowing exactly which one. This degree of freedom is the reflect of a degree of imprecision (or ignorance) on the problem. 
The interval P l(A) − Bel(A), called belief interval, can be interpreted as an ignorance or an imprecision degree. In the Bayesian case, when F contains only singleton elements, this interval becomes nul (Bel(A) = P l(A)).
B. Dempster combination rule
The Dempster rule combines mass functions from two distinct information sources:
In the following, we notem = (1 − K)m the unnormalized Dempster rule.
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C. Discounting
An information source i assigns mass values m i () only to those hypotheses in Ω, for which it has direct evidence. Furthermore, we can define an a priori reliability degree λ i for the source i which leads to a modified mass function [3] :
Discounting increases the belief interval P l(A) − Bel(A) and reduces conflict when two sources are combined [3] . This will be used later in order to integrate high frequency information when multiscale decisions are combined.
D. Statistical mass functions
Assuming a set of probabilities
For a simple support belief structure 1 F = {ω l1 , Ω}, we have the following mass function:
Combination rule for a simple support belief structure: Considering a pixel site s, a classifier assigns probabilities for each classe in Ω, assuming a simple consonant structure:
We combine decisions in a multiscale and spatial neighborhood η(s) centered on s:
We can simplify this expression by defining two subsets of sites in η(s): the subset η 1 (s) formed of sites with focal elements {Ω, ω li } and η 2 (s) with focal elements {Ω, ω lj } j =i . Mass combinations can be carried out separatly in each subset. We obtain a relation similar to the one obtained by Denoeux [4] :m
with the following normalisation constant:
The first factor in (10) can be interpreted as the combination of evidence specifically supporting the decision ω l . Whereas 1 also called simple consonant structure the second factor is the global imprecision within the neighborhood η(s).
III. APPLICATION TO THE MULTISCALE DECISION FUSION
First, the SAR image is decomposed into J levels using the stationnary wavelet transform [6] . Then, each low pass images {A
[j] } j=0,...,J is classified in M classes using a MAP criterion based on a M -component mixture estimation of the histogram 2 . Each classification output consists of a class image L [j] and a confidence map m [j] based on (7) [7] . Besides, classifications are carried out following a coarse-tofine strategy where L [j] initialises the classification of level j − 1. Before using Dempster rule (10), imprecision due to the loss of spatial resolution is reinforced by discounting confidence level m [j] s as described below.
A. Discounting based on wavelet coefficient energy
The degree of reliability λ [j] s of a site s as an information source λ [j] s is derived from the wavelet coefficient statistics λ
HF,s , where m
HF,s reflects the local signal stationnarity across successive scales:
whereC WI ,2 (s) is the gain corrected local coefficient of variation of the wavelet coefficients within a spatial neighborhood centered around s (see [6] for details). This mass function, which exhibits values near 1 within homogeneous areas and zero values in presence of significative structures (edge, etc.), will penalize decisions taken within non stationnary regions. Furthermore, we can merge these high frequency mass functions between the current level j and the coarser levels:
We can show that this operation is equivalent to keep homogeneous areas across scales.
B. Local multiscale decision fusion
After the mass functions m [j] have been discounted using (14) and (6) we combine decisions between the current level j and the coarsest level J within a local neighboorhood η [≥j] (s) defined as:
where η [j ] (s) is a local neighboorhood (4-connexity) centered on pixel s. The fusion step produces a new belief structurem
and a corresponding new decision F [≥j] (s) which maximizes the combined belief function Bel [≥j] (ω l ).
IV. MULTISCALE EVIDENTIAL HIDDEN MARKOV RANDOM
FIELD
We propose to integrate multiscale decisions directly in order to enhance a stochastic classification algorithm (Marginal Posterior Mode [8] ) on the original image A [0] . We extend a fusion method based on an evidential Markovian random field proposed by Bendjebbour and Pieczynski [9] . This method consists in merging a Bayesian Markov field L B , modeling the image A B to be classified, with an evidential Markov field noted L E . The latter is derived from an information source less noisy but where classes strongly overlapped (i.e. information source more certain but less precise). The evidential source produces a mass function m E which is combined to the Bayesian likelihood distribution P A|L (noise) with the help of the Dempster rule (4) . Low pass image A
[j] being a less precise (but more certain) version of the original image A
[0] , we
We obtain a new likelihood distribution
A|L which is used in the MPM algorithm:
E behaves as an evidential hidden Markov field (hidden because it does not appear directly in the contextual term). In case of a simple consonant belief structure, (16) becomes:
(17) where a s is the observed intensity for A [0] . Classification results on a simulated SAR image are shown in Fig. 1 . The MPM algorithm uses a simple Potts model for the Gibbs distribution and a Gamma distribution for the likelihood P A|L which parameters are derived from the number of looks and the classification image F [≥1] resulting from the multiscale fusion process. MPM correct classification rate increases up to 4% when P B,E A|L is used instead of P A|L alone. In order to filter the image, We can use the fact that m (Ω) as a wavelet coefficient weight.
